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About This Game

Paper Dungeons is a fantasy board-game boosted by online content. With the ability to create and share online your own levels,
you are up for an infinite replay value! The game is visualized as a classic tabletop board-game with dice and tokens. You can

destroy walls and auto-heal as you uncover new dungeon tiles, which widens your choice of moves.

Game Modes

Paper Dungeons features 4 SINGLE PLAYER MODES, each with a different gameplay:

Boardgame mode:
Begin every dungeon as a new board from a long adventure set: each new dungeon, your character resets to level 1
fortunately you keep your inventory. Unexplored parts of the dungeons are hidden by a fog of war. Monsters and items
are placed at random, combats based on your statistics and dice rolls. Mitigate the combat’s result with a 2d6 (one for
damages and the other for effects). Favor one attribute when you level up. Unlock and collect sets of dice
(common/uncommon/rare/epic), but Beware! Monsters use their own too. An awareness system makes the monsters
move towards you if you are in their line of sight. Dig up the walls to flee, at the cost of some precious health...

Campaign mode:
This new mode allows you to play a fully-fledged adventure with up to 10 dungeons linked together by an introduction,
dialogs between dungeons and a conclusion. Your character doesn't reset and keeps his inventory between dungeons.
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Rogue mode:
Your character doesn't reset at each new dungeon and keeps leveling up until you meet your demise. What will remain is
your name in the Hall of Fame and more powerful sets of dice that you can use in your next Rogue run.

Puzzle mode:
Hard-core campaign levels with no place for luck. No fog of war: the dungeon's layout (mobs and items) is shown.
Monsters are static and won't move towards you. Strategize all your moves to ensure victory.

Also availables:

A MAP EDITOR, to create your own dungeons and publish them online.

A CAMPAIGN EDITOR, to tell your own story and post it online.

ONLINE LEVELS feature, to play user's created content in Adventure or Puzzle modes.

A CODEX listing all elements of the game.

An hardcore difficulty THE VOID with alternate color for the monsters.

Features

Supports high resolution with native 1080p graphics.

Big adventure of 125 Boardgame levels and 31 Puzzle levels.

5 character classes (warrior/archer/priest/mage/thief), male and female, each with a unique gameplay.

2 Official campaigns.

Dozens of different dice sets to improve your character.

80+ monster types.

More than 50 unique pieces of equipement, 30 scrolls and 8 potions.

4 different starting zones, each with specific monsters and bosses, 3 sizes of dungeon and special boss stages.

5 zoom levels.
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A trashy attempt at introducing RNG mechanics to the far superior Desktop Dungeons. The random generator regularly creates
impossible maps, die rolls routinely get stuck in between two results from which the game seems to pick arbitrarily, and certain
stat choices are incredibly overpowered \/ weak. Combine that with the ludicrous price and you've got all the amazing hallmarks
of a game that prove my point that greenlight will accept just about \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing anything.

3\/10. it's good however later on it gets really boring.. Fun game in the same vein as Desktop Dungeon, but with 1\/10th the
frustration. At no point does it feel like a game is unwinnable with a decent strategy.

The dice throw an interesting spin into the mix, with adventurers allowed to carry two sets into each dungeon. One will
invariably be a general damage set, while the other will tend to be anti undead. Of the various types of enemies, the undead are
by far the most crippling, with a severe -% damage stat that stacks for each one. More enemy variety, or more parity on which
enemy is the toughest would be nice.

The game still has some room to grow. The abilities are not randomized and you will have full access to them a few hours in,
with an untold number of hours to go. I suspect the modes may get stale before I finish it. Of the 3 classes I have unlocked, they
play slightly differently, but not enough to change the actual strategy. Find the weakest mob available, kill it, repeat.

I can understand the disappointment from those that had the game for a long time with slow development. The current state is
completely playable and enjoyable. It easily parses into an hour of enjoyment, with quick progress through the earlier levels. If
you like the strategic rougelike with generally winnable situations, the game is worth a try.. Five classes, ten blessings, Three
ways to play and 47 adventure dungeons in before I remembered there was a story in the game. Adventure, Puzzle and Rogue
dungeon offer you three different challenges in three different ways to take each one on, be it brain over dice rolls in puzzle or
strategical planning in rogue. Boss levels in adventure dungeons change up the nature of your path completely with new enemies
and a new soundtrack. Even create your own dungeons in editor and upload them to challenge other players. For an early access
game theres so much to do and hopefully more on the way. 9\/10.. I wish that I could recommend this game. It seems to have a
lot going for it, except for a huge glaring error when I try to access levels created by other players. When I do so, a huge pink
box appears over most of the screen and I am not able to see anything or click anything.

I posted in the discussions section, hoping that I might hear something from the devs, but it seems that this game is a ghost town.
For that reason alone (the lack of response on the part of the devs) that I really say that I cannot, in good faith, recommend this
game.. I really wanted to like this game, but there are simply too many quality of life issues to overlook for a game with such a
limited scope of gameplay. I always try to be sympathetic to indie devs, and I could overlook quite a few of these QoL issues if
there was a genuine sense of progression as one moved from one level to the next. But the gameplay is such that you are for all
intents and purposes playing the same level over and over. The cosmetics change, but that's about it. Without the gratification of
becoming more powerful or gaining loot that really matters, it just feels like a Skinner box of futility.

A shame. The concept has potential, but falls short in execution. And it's not worth anything close to the regular asking price..
you have to re-level a new character every map, which completely removes the RPG element enjoyment, I can't actually see the
point of this game. Not very random, not very good.. A surprisingly fun little gem.
It brings back the same feeling I had playing the Hero Quest boardgame as a kid.
I just love the dice mechanic. Every attack is full of anticipation.
Maybe you can beat that dungeon boss 4 levels higher than you.
Maybe that puny goblin will get lucky and destroy you.
There's still plenty of tactics, it's not purely luck, especially in puzzle mode which has no dice and no luck whatsoever.
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With so many levels and a level editor, I can see myself playing this game for quite a while.
Can't wait to see how it develops even further.. I wanted to wait till a patch first came for the game to see what direction it was
going in. So far so good, the devs seems really involved with the feedback we give. With that said I will review the game.

I really enjoy this game. I really do. However, some things tend to want to make me pull my hair out at times. My main
complaint is the rouge-like level problems faced in adventure mode. I have been stuck on level 18 (or 19 I can't remember
because signing up for an account deleted all my progress) because I cannot find more than one level 1 monsters in the first 2
minutes of the level. I am constantly running with my tail between my legs and getting cornered by monsters 15 levels higher
than me. In earlier levels it strengthened the fact of the need to explore. However, it comes a point when I can't even do that. I
am glad of the level requirements being lowered for game modes and characters, which was an older complaint.

Puzzle mode is very nice, but it can be hard to tell if a certain puzzle needs a certain class. I got to around level 19 on the puzzle
maps, and I have no major complaints with this game mode. I would suggest that a recommended class be suggested to the
player before the start. One could choose to use said class or not. Just a minor idea.

Rouge Mode. Ah Rogue Mode. This is how adventure mode should be done in some ways. A clear progression of difficulty
depending on one's level and so on. This is a great way to test a newly unlocked class or set of dice. Great mode to kill time in
when you're not pulling your hair out because of getting ganked by level 14 monsters when you the player are still level 1.

One could argue that disease and poison a little over powered. Instead of a -10% effect, -5% would be a little more forgiving.
Poison could also only last for a limited number of moves, but have increased damage. Just a couple suggestions.

I have not tried the editor, nor any player levels, but from briefly looking them over they seem very promising. I am excited for
the new features planned to be added. I have to wonder if one can only play as the class they unlocked in single player, or can
play which ever they desire?

To conclude this review: Adventure Mode is extremely unforgiving. Puzzle Mode is a nice challenge. Rouge Mode is great fun
with a nice challenge. In Adventure and Puzzle Mode, one class could be favorable over another, but it isn't clear until the level
has been attempted by one class multiple times. Aside from my minor complaints or suggestions, the game is great fun and I
highly recommend it. Heck, I want to play this with a few of my friends once it is fully released and maybe for a lower price.
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Meh... Just not for me I guess.. I am a huge fan of Roguelikes, dice and card games and RPGs, so I thought this sounded like the
perfect game. I was extrememly disappointed and I feel like I wasted $15.

First of all, do not think this is at all a roguelike. There are only a few simple items to be found in the game, all of which are
restoratives or just give Attack +10% or Defence +10%. Then +20%, etc.

It gets VERY boring after only a few levels. There is not enough content here for the randomness to mean anything. Just where
dumb simple items are and monster placement. If anything this is a mediocre puzzle game, that's it. All of the dice sets are
relatively balanced and basically the same. You are just choosing from a few effects you want on your dice and how dangerous
you want them to be (HUGE loss of damage if you roll wrong but huge boost if you roll right, versus just mild miss chance but
no great reward.)

Don't waste your money unless you want a simple mindless diversion for a couple of minutes at a time.. If you're not sure what
this game is about, download the demo. The demo is quite extensive and got me playing for hours.
The game uses a dice roll system which took me a while to understand, but you don't really need to understand it to play the
game anyway. The different game modes (adventure, puzzle, rogue) offer a variety of challenges and you can even make your
own dungeons, which is a cool touch. I find this game really addictive to play and it's really easy to get to grips with. Don't
usually write reviews, but I think people have been too quick to judge this game so I'll make an exception. What you'll get with
Paper Dungeons is a solid puzzle RPG in the vein of Desktop Dungeons but with some interesting ideas and concepts added to
give the game more depth. The dice system gives a feeling of progression as you move through the levels and each of the
characters feels like a distinct gaming experience.

The biggest draw for this game, in my opinion, is Rogue mode. With persistent character levelling and the newly added
equipment you start to feel like a powerhouse as you hit the lower levels. Overall, a fun little game for when a bit of boardgame
action takes your fancy. There really is no reason to play this when "desktop dungeons" exists.
It doesn't outcompete that game in any respect, so I'm never going to play this again.. This game has a lot of potential, but there
are a lot of bugs that make it unplayable and frustrating. If they ever get around to fixing things, it might be worth it.. The game
is entirely based on grinding for new dice sets.
The only RPG element seems to be from classes and the fact that you can level up. No story no over all plot other than kill the
monsters.

Over all i guess the game is okay if you just want to spend a few mins every now and then but it isn't that great if you ask
yourself why you are playing the game. It is just "oops i died. well time to try it again and see if the dice like me this time."

Your "charecter" doesnt even keep their levels between dungeons. Each dungeon is a new charecter that you start at the level of
whatever they decide to start you at.. I don't really want to be derisive about this game, it isn't horrible or anything, however I
found it to be super repetitive.

Personally I was hoping for a DND like adventure and this wasn't anything of the sort. The Idea of unlocking different sets of
die isn't nearly as nice as different weapons & items to modify stats. There are stat modifiers in the game but they are very
bland. You can find or purchase +1 modifiers, and a few other mechanics but it's a shallow pool. The different classes of
characters have to be unlocked from playing and they don't really give you a diverse experienceof play. Each class does have
their own set of abilities, but it was shocking to me how little difference it made to the game. I guess in that lane of reasoning it
doesn't have the depth of a traditional DND type game, which is what the name "paper dungeon" conjures to mind.

To me it seems that a game like this is supposed to appeal to your imagination in lieu of awesome graphics or gameplay, this
didn't do that for me. YMMV but I wouldn't recomend it.. Owned for awhile, but never got into. Too simple a game to be so
complex.
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